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Abstract 
Online display advertising is a marketing paradigm utilizing the internet to show advertisements to the               
targeted audience and drive user engagement. Billions of display ad impressions are purchased on a               
daily basis through public auctions hosted by real-time bidding (RTB) exchanges. While the digital Ads               
business plays an increasingly important role in the market, how to spend the budget from the advertiser                 
in an effective way becomes one of the essential challenges. Pacing is a strategy to ensure that the                  
budget spends evenly over the schedule of advertiser’s ad set. Here, we present two reinforcement               
learning approaches, DQN and DDPG to smooth the daily budget spending. 
 
1 Introduction 
Since 2009, Real-time bidding(RTB) has become popular in online display advertising [1]. RTB allows the               
advertiser to use computer algorithms to bid in real-time for each individual ads placement to show ads.                 
With its fine-grained user targeting and auction mechanism, RTB has significantly improved the ad’s              
return-on-investment (ROI). 
Advertisers usually manage their advertising campaigns through Demand Side Platforms (DSP). The            
interaction between users, DSPs, and the ad exchange is summarized as follows: 
(1) When a user visits an ad-supported site, each ad placement triggers an ad request to the ad                  
exchange.  
(2) The ad exchange sends the bid requests for this ad opportunity to several DSPs, along with other                  
available information such as the user cookie.  
(3) Given the bid request and attached information, a DSP finds the best matching ad and calculates a bid                   
price. It sends the price back to ad exchange to join the auction.  
(4) After receiving the bid responses from DSPs, the ad exchange hosts an auction and picks the ad with                   
the highest bid as the winner. Then ad exchange notifies the winner DSP, and the price will be charged                   
on the winning advertiser.  
(5) Finally, the winner’s ad content will be shown to the specific user. It considers as one impression                  
counted on the ad. And the user’s feedback (e.g., click and conversion) would be tracked by the DSP.  

 
Figure 1. Real-time Bidding in Advertising 

This whole procedure above takes within milliseconds. That’s why we call it Real-time bidding (RTB). 
In RTB, an advertiser prefers the ads to be viewed by users evenly throughout a day to increase the                   
chances of reaching the possible potential customers, but budgeting alone does not account for this               
concept. Therefore, we need the pacing in ads, which is very similar in concept to pacing in running. Say                   
an advertise set up a budget for one day, and let the DSP run the ad. It happens to start spending at a                       
time when opportunities are more expensive due to increased auction competition. If DSP didn't use               

 



pacing, it could spend the entire budget in a few hours on expensive opportunities. Instead, DSP "pace"                 
spending so that the ad has the budget available later at the end of a day when there are likely to be                      
lower-cost opportunities available. Most of the IT companies employ probabilistic filtering to control             
pacing, which is called pacing rate. Pacing rate is a bidding probability from 0 to 1. If an ad’s pacing rate                     
is set to 0.34, it means the probability for this ad to join the next auction is 34%. We consider a pacing                      
strategy is good if it satisfies: (1) It can spend most of the daily budget but not overspending. (2) It has                     
smooth delivery throughout the day. (3) The pacing rate does not oscillate too much. 
 
2 Related Work 
Reinforcement learning as a framework for sequential decision making has attracted the attention of              
researchers since many years ago [9]. In recent years after deep neural networks were introduced to                
solve reinforcement learning problems, a series of new algorithms were proposed, and progress was              
made on different applications [10,11,12,13]. Some researchers reported success stories applying deep            
reinforcement learning to online advertising problem, but they focus on bidding optimization [4,5,14] not              
pacing. 
Despite its importance in ads-serving systems, budget pacing for ads campaigns is relatively less              
discussed in the literature. In [6] the authors described budget pacing problem in online advertising and                
then addressed it by proposing an algorithm that dynamically changes the bid price. A later work [7] used                  
throttle rate instead of bid adjustment to control the speed at which a campaign delivers. In a more recent                   
work [8] the authors tried to solve both smooth delivery and campaign performance optimization problems               
with a multiplicative feedback pacing algorithm. To the best of our knowledge, there was no reinforcement                
learning based approach for budget pacing in existing literature. 
 
3 Dataset and Features  
Since the company data is confidential and there is no public dataset available for ads auction simulation                 
(the link of our previous choice iPinyou dataset [3] has expired), we generated data through simulation. 
3.1 Simulator 
We implemented a simulator that simulates the ads auction environment. To be more similar to the real                 
world, we use time-of-day pattern to simulate the traffic. With traffic ups and downs, it makes the                 
environment varies in different time steps. It also brings difficulty in algorithm training, which is good. The                 
simulator is implemented approximately following the convention in Gym package [2], with a step()              
function and reset() function interface that can be called by the pacing algorithm. 
The function step() is called with pacing signal as input. The pacing algorithm plays the role of an agent,                   
at each time step it issues a pacing signal to the simulator, which runs the auction with provided pacing                   
signal, computes and returns the results. 
When initialization and reset, we generate simulated data for the length of one day. We partition the time                  
of one day into time slots of 1 minute each, and for each time slot, we generate a random amount of                     
impressions according to some predefined traffic density. Each impression has a cost associated with it, a                
certain percentage of these impressions will have clicks, these are also generated by sampling a               
pre-defined distribution. 
 
4 Methods 
4.1 Problem Formulation 
It is well known that optimal bidding can be formulated as an MDP problem [4]. If we assume the bid for a                      
campaign is fixed, then the bidding behavior relies totally on the pacing rate. We largely follow the setup                  
in these works and describe the model structure for campaign pacing problem as follows: 
State space The state of the campaign is characterized by its remaining budget and remaining delivery                

 



time. To simplify the discussion, we only consider budget delivery for a single day here. We divide the                  
time of one day into finite time steps of length . At each time step, we define state = ( , ), where          td         St   bt  t  

is the budget consumption ratio at time , is the remaining budget at time and is/Bbt = Bt daily         t  Bt        t  Bdaily   
the daily budget. Note that  is not an absolute value but normalized to  range.bt 0, ][ 1  
 
Action space The action signal is the pacing rate , which represents the probability of joining         0, ]pt ∈ [ 1        
an auction. 
 
State transition Let’s say at time a campaign receives bid request. It will ignore of them       t    nt       (1 )n− pt t    
and join the remaining auctions. Assuming it bids with a fixed price , the campaign will win all             bidt       
auctions with a cost less than Therefore the budget spent at time is decided by the pacing rate      .bidt        t        pt  
along with the cost distribution in the auctions (for further details about online ads auction see [4,6,8]).  
At each time our pacing agent issues a , the campaign adopts and join auctions. Suppose it spent   t       pt     pt        

 dollars, the state can be updated as:ct  
 = ( , )St+1 /Bbt − ct daily tt + d  

We assume the traffic available to a campaign has a relatively stable distribution. Note that the state                 
transition is affected also by other external factors 
 
Cost function We define an ideal state trajectory = as our objective (e.g. if we want to spend the        Bt*   (t)f            
budget evenly throughout the day, then this curve will be a straight line). The cost at each time step  ist   

 = Costt (B ) (p )a t − Bt
*

 
2 + b t − pt−1

2   
it’s composed of two parts, the first term penalizes the deviation from idea state trajectory and the second                  
term meant to encourage smoothness of action sequence. 
 
4.2 Proposed Solution 
Deep Q-learning Q-learning is a straightforward off-policy learning algorithm, it basically builds a Q-table              
which gives the reward function for (state, action) pairs, and update it while exploring the environment.                
The optimal policy, on the other hand, can be generated by taking greedy actions at each state according                  
to Q-table. Deep Q-learning uses neural-network to approximate the Q-function. The algorithm of DQN              
with experience replay can be found in [1] so it’s omitted here in the interest of space. 
 
DDPG Deep deterministic policy gradient is a model-free off-policy actor-critic algorithm. It can be              
regarded as a combination of DPG [12] and DQN. The algorithm of DDPG with experience replay can be                  
found in [13] so it’s omitted here in the interest of space. 
 
5. Experiment Results 
Since we generate a random amount of impressions in each time slot to mimic the actual traffic, the 
environment input is entirely different every time. For pacing, it’s hard to qualitatively compare the 
performance between two different algorithms.  
Evaluation metric: We look at two quantitative criterions: a) the overspending or underspending should              
be small at the end of a day, b) the pacing signal should be as smooth as possible. We could alternatively                     
use the cost function in Section 4.1 to compare RL based algorithm and baseline, which is defined to                  
quantify the above heuristic. 
 
Baseline 
We use a multiplicative feedback control algorithm as our baseline. It’s a closed-loop control system,               

 



similar to that of [7] with simplification. The idea is to adjust the pacing signal by multiplying it with the                    
ratio of the desired speed of spending and the actual speed of spending in the last time interval, i.e., 

ppt+1 = Sa
Sd

t   
where is the actual spending speed, is the desired speed. When  is too large we clip it to .Sa Sd pt+1 .01  
In our simulation, the baseline algorithm gives a reasonable result regarding budget delivery(c.f. Fig 2),               
however its pacing signal changes drastically throughout the simulation. It is because the environment is               
highly noisy so that the multiplicative factor can be vast and jumpy. 
Adding further smoothing to the pacing signal gives another baseline, as shown in Fig 2. The smoothness                 
of the pacing signal is improved but still jumpy towards the end of the day. 
 

 
Figure 2. Baseline algorithm generates Pacing Rate and Remaining Budget 

 
Figure 3. Smoothed Baseline algorithm generates Pacing Rate and Remaining Budget 

 
DQN 
The action space is discretized into a finite number of bins (we experimented with 10,12, 15 and 20 then                   
found 10 performs best). As to state space, we tried both discretized and continuous and found their                 
results are comparable, so we used continuous version for simplicity. The DQN is implemented with               
experience replay, for the discounted cost we set discount factor to 0.99, and we used TD(0) to compute                  
the loss, for optimization we used Adam. In the beginning, we attempted to use a series of neural network                   
layers and its result turned out very unstable. To avoid overfitting, we simplified the architecture of the                 
neural network in code, using only one hidden layer with 16 neurons. 
Results shown in Fig 4 and Fig 5 are generated from two trained DQN models. We observe that the                   
pacing signal has been smoothened in Fig 5 but occasionally oscillates as Fig 4. It shows the training is                   
not sufficient, and we could improve it by training with more data and more iterations. 

 
Figure 4. DQN algorithm generates Pacing Rate and Remaining Budget 

 



 
Figure 5. DQN algorithm generates Pacing Rate and Remaining Budget 

 
Remark: For all these algorithms in the morning of a day the speed we spend the budget is usually not                    
high. This is because when generating the simulated data, we considered time-of-day pattern and              
intentionally reduce the amount of traffic in morning hours. 
 
DDPG 
For DDPG the action space is continuous so that we won’t see the stairs-like pacing signal curve as in                   
DQN. However our algorithm still needs improvement because the training is not stable: sometimes the               
network can generate results like in Fig 6, sometimes it cannot learn anything, generating constant pacing                
rate for test cases. Even in Fig 6, the algorithm is not doing very well: the pacing rate at the end of day                       
ramps up when it should go down, leading to overspending. 
 

 
Figure 6. DDPG algorithm generates Pacing Rate and Remaining Budget 

 
We suspect the instability in training is related to insufficient exploration of state-action space. Simply               
increasing the number of training iterations does not seem to be effective, we’ll examine the O-U process                 
and the way we inject noise into action to see if improvements can be made. 
 
6 Conclusion & Future Work 
Overall, we explored the possibility of applying reinforcement learning to ads budget pacing problem. On               
simulated ads auction data, our DQN algorithm shows promising results comparing with the baseline              
algorithm. It not only achieves the goal of budget delivery, but also maintains the pacing rate relatively                 
smooth. We also implemented DDPG, but it needs further performance tuning to improve its stability.  
In the future, we’ll also consider the following directions for performance improvement: (1) Adding more               
features (e.g., features extracted from time series) (2) Explore other network structures. (3) Try alternative               
cost function and regularization. Regarding the project, we can also have the training on some company                
data if the data-security team grants permission. And intra-day budget spending could be another              
interesting topic for us to explore. 
 
 

 



Code path: https://github.com/YingChen/cs229 
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